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Abstract
Parallel adaptation is common and may often occur from shared genetic variation, but
the genomic consequences of this process remain poorly understood. We first use individual-based simulations to demonstrate that comparisons between populations
adapted in parallel to similar environments from shared variation reveal a characteristic genomic signature around a selected locus: a low-divergence valley centred at the
locus and flanked by twin peaks of high divergence. This signature is initiated by the
hitchhiking of haplotype tracts differing between derived populations in the broader
neighbourhood of the selected locus (driving the high-divergence twin peaks) and
shared haplotype tracts in the tight neighbourhood of the locus (driving the low-divergence valley). This initial hitchhiking signature is reinforced over time because the
selected locus acts as a barrier to gene flow from the source to the derived populations,
thus promoting divergence by drift in its close neighbourhood. We next empirically
confirm the peak-valley-peak signature by combining targeted and RAD sequence data
at three candidate adaptation genes in multiple marine (source) and freshwater
(derived) populations of threespine stickleback. Finally, we use a genome-wide screen
for the peak-valley-peak signature to discover additional genome regions involved in
parallel marine-freshwater divergence. Our findings offer a new explanation for heterogeneous genomic divergence and thus challenge the standard view that peaks in population divergence harbour divergently selected loci and that low-divergence regions
result from balancing selection or localized introgression. We anticipate that genome
scans for peak-valley-peak divergence signatures will promote the discovery of adaptation genes in other organisms.
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Introduction
Understanding how selection shapes the genome and
identifying the loci underlying adaptive divergence are
major goals of biology (Wu 2001; Nielsen 2005; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2008; Nosil & Schluter 2011; Feder
et al. 2012). Recent studies have indicated that genomic
Correspondence: Daniel Berner, Fax: +41 (0) 61 267 0301;
E-mail: daniel.berner@unibas.ch

differentiation between diverging populations can be
highly heterogeneous and can involve selection on
numerous loci throughout the genome, with some of
these loci now having been identified (e.g. Hohenlohe
et al. 2010; Lawniczak et al. 2010; Fournier-Level et al.
2011; Jones et al. 2012b; Nadeau et al. 2012; Roesti et al.
2012a; Renaut et al. 2013; Streisfeld et al. 2013). Nevertheless, understanding how evolutionary processes
cause heterogeneous genomic divergence remains
challenging (e.g. Slatkin & Wiehe 1998; Barton 2000;
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Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Excoffier & Ray 2008; Bierne 2010; Feder & Nosil 2010; Bierne et al. 2011; Roesti
et al. 2012a, 2013; reviewed in Wu 2001; Nosil et al.
2009). Traditional population genetic theory has primarily focused on a scenario in which a new genetic variant
arises by mutation in a population colonizing a new
environment (hereafter called a ‘derived’ population)
where the variant is beneficial (Orr 1998; Barrett & Schluter 2008; Messer & Petrov 2013). The new genetic variant is then expected to fix in the derived population,
whereas the initial genetic variant remains favoured
and is thus retained in the ‘source’ population inhabiting the ancestral environment. Consequently, the source
and derived populations are differentiated at the locus
under divergent selection and, due to genetic hitchhiking, also in the selectively neutral genetic neighbourhood of that locus (Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974;
Kaplan et al. 1989). Genomic regions of high population
divergence, as identified in marker-based genome scans,
are thus generally assumed to harbour genes involved
in adaptive divergence (Nielsen 2005; Storz 2005).
This traditional theoretical scenario might not be adequate when adaptation occurs from standing (pre-existing) genetic variation rather than from novel mutations
(Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Barrett & Schluter 2008;
Pritchard et al. 2010). This realization has stimulated
theory focusing on ‘soft’ selective sweeps, where a
novel genetic variant is segregating in an ancestral
source population before becoming selected in a
derived population. In this case, the divergence signature driven by the selective sweep will be weakened
relative to the classical ‘hard’ sweep expected from a
novel mutation (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Barrett &
Schluter 2008; Messer & Petrov 2013). The reason is that
the derived variant can become associated through
recombination with diverse genetic backgrounds in the
ancestral population before the derived population
becomes established in the new environment. This
diversity reduces the selective sweep in the locus’ genomic neighbourhood when the variant eventually
becomes selected. Although hard and soft sweep models differ in the age (or origin) of the selected variant
and in the expected strength of the associated selective
signature, they share the focus on comparing populations inhabiting selectively different environments (i.e.
source vs. derived).
In this study, we consider the patterns of genomic
divergence that might be expected among multiple
derived populations adapting in parallel to selectively
similar environments. We scrutinize these genomic patterns through theoretical modelling and through targeted and genome-wide sequencing in multiple natural
populations of threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus
aculeatus) that have adapted in parallel to freshwater
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

environments from a common marine source population. We find that a locus involved in parallel adaptation from shared genetic variation generates a novel
and characteristic pattern of genomic divergence, which
provides a new perspective on how to interpret highand low-divergence outliers detected in genome scans.

Materials and methods
Models of parallel adaptation from shared genetic
variation
We developed individual-based simulation models in
which multiple derived populations diverge independently into a selectively novel environment from a
shared source population inhabiting a selectively different, ancestral environment. A detailed description of
these simulations is provided in the Methods S1 (Supporting information), so that we here give a brief overview only. Individuals are represented by a single
haploid chromosome. The centre of the chromosome
holds a locus under divergent selection between the
ancestral and novel environment, with the allele
favourable in the novel environment occurring at low
frequency in the source population. The selected locus
is flanked on each side by 100 evenly spaced, selectively neutral polymorphic loci, in analogy to single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) used in genome
scans. After the colonization of the novel environments,
the derived populations evolve, with each generation
including migration from the source population,
followed by reproduction with fertility selection and
recombination.
Our simulations started with a default parameterization tailored to empirical data from the Ectodysplasin
(Eda) locus in threespine stickleback, the genomic
region where the observation of twin peaks flanking a
divergence valley (peak-valley-peak) stimulated our
hypothesis of a novel genomic signature of adaptation
from shared genetic variation (Roesti et al. 2012a). The
default model was then expanded to explore the influence of migration rate, time, the number of founder
individuals, the strength of divergent selection and
recombination rate on the molecular signatures of adaptation, as captured by the magnitude of population
divergence (FST; Weir & Cockerham 1984) across the
neutral loci. We also modified the default model to
include two selected loci located at equal distances from
the centre of the chromosome, which now harboured
400 total neutral loci. Our models first considered
divergence between the source and the derived populations. These comparisons represent the standard ecological genome scan, as described earlier, and hence
served to validate our general simulation approach. In
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all subsequent simulations, we focused on divergence
among derived populations.

Stickleback populations for empirical investigation
Our empirical analyses used marine and freshwater
(hereafter M and FW) populations of threespine stickleback. These populations provide an excellent natural system for studying the genomics of parallel adaptation
from shared variation because numerous FW populations
have been derived independently and recently
(<10 000 years ago) from a common M source population
(Bell & Foster 1994). Moreover, FW stickleback display
relatively consistent phenotypic shifts from their M ancestors as a response to shared selective conditions among
FW habitats – that is, parallel adaptation (e.g. Taylor &
McPhail 1986; Walker 1997; Walker & Bell 2000; Schluter
et al. 2004; Berner et al. 2010a). Our study considered M
stickleback sampled from two estuarine sites on the east
coast of Vancouver Island (British Columbia, Canada),
and FW samples from a lake and a stream population
within each of four independently colonized drainages
on Vancouver Island (Berner et al. 2008, 2009; Roesti et al.
2012a) (Fig. 1; Methods S2, Supporting information).
Each of the ten total samples comprised 27 individuals.

Targeted sequencing and haplotype networks at M-FW
candidate genes and reference loci
We Sanger-sequenced DNA segments at three stickleback candidate genes thought to be under strong divergent selection between M and FW environments. These
genes included (i) Eda, the major gene underlying the
reduction in lateral plate number typically observed
when M stickleback colonize FW (Colosimo et al. 2005);
(ii) Atp1a1, a key player in physiological adaptation to
osmotically different environments in many organisms
(McCormick 2001); and (iii) Spg1, which encodes a presumably pH and salinity sensitive glue-like protein
used by stickleback males to build their nests (Kawahara & Nishida 2007) (further details on these genes is
given in Methods S3, Supporting information). We
additionally sequenced a ‘reference locus’ approximately one megabase away from each of the above
three genes. Details on primers and Sanger sequencing
are provided in Table S1 and Methods S4 (Supporting
information). SNPs derived from these sequences were
used to construct haplotype genealogies for each candidate gene and reference locus (Methods S5, Supporting
information). We predicted that if adaptation to the replicate derived FW environments at each candidate gene
occurred through the parallel fixation of a derived variant present at low frequency in a common M source, all
lake and stream samples should form a cluster of closely related haplotypes distinct from the M haplotypes
at these loci. Moreover, if M-FW divergence occurred in
the face of gene flow, such genealogical structure
should not be seen at the three reference loci.
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Fig. 1 Origin of the stickleback samples used for the empirical
analysis. The map shows Vancouver Island (British Columbia,
Canada), with the lake and stream populations from four independently colonized freshwater (FW) drainages shown as light
and dark coloured circles. The two sites where the marine (M)
source population was sampled are shown as black circles.

To explore divergence at a broader scale around each
candidate gene (i.e. across 3–4 Mb ‘candidate regions’
centred at the genes), we derived SNPs from consensus
sequences at genome-wide RAD loci (Baird et al. 2008)
generated for all 27 individuals from the M and FW
samples. (For details on the wet laboratory and consensus genotyping protocols, see Roesti et al. 2012a and
Methods S6, Supporting information.) These SNPs were
used to quantify genetic divergence (FST based on haplotype diversity; Nei & Tajima 1981 eq. 7) for all possible pairwise comparisons between the two M samples
and the eight FW samples (16 total comparisons). We
here used only one SNP per RAD locus. We further
ensured robust divergence estimation by including a
SNP only if both populations in a comparison contributed at least 27 nucleotides to the common nucleotide
pool, and if the minor allele frequency across this pool
was ≥0.25, thereby eliminating polymorphisms with
low information content (Roesti et al. 2012b). Moreover,
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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we corrected for inflated population divergence in chromosome centres relative to their peripheries due to heterogeneous recombination rate along the stickleback
chromosomes (Roesti et al. 2012a, 2013) by calculating
residual divergence (details in Roesti et al. 2012a),
although qualitatively similar conclusions emerged
without this correction. Following these same conventions, we also calculated FST for pairwise comparisons
between the derived FW populations. We here considered comparisons between samples from ecologically
similar FW environments only (i.e. six lake–lake and six
stream–stream comparisons, 12 in total). The rationale
was to avoid capturing selective signatures of lake–
stream divergence, which is known to be strong (Berner
et al. 2008, 2009, 2010b; Deagle et al. 2012; Roesti et al.
2012a). However, analyses based on all possible FW
comparisons produced very similar results.
Finally, we generated overall M-FW and FW-FW
divergence values by averaging residual FST at each
RAD locus across all pairwise M-FW and all pairwise
FW-FW comparisons. On average, 6.9 and 6.4 replicate
estimates were available per RAD locus for the overall
M-FW and FW-FW comparisons, and we achieved a
median and mean marker spacing of 12 and 25 kb
across the candidate regions (Methods S6, Supporting
information). For visualization, we produced sliding
window divergence profiles for each candidate region
by using the R (R Development Core Team 2013) implementation of LOESS (robust locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing; Cleveland 1979) (R was also used for all
other operations unless stated otherwise). We chose a
polynomial degree of two and adjusted the smoothing
span to achieve equal smoothing resolution across all
chromosomes. All genomic positions in this study refer
to the improved assembly of the initial (Jones et al.
2012b) stickleback reference genome (Roesti et al. 2013;
http://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.
846nj.2).

Delta divergence and genealogical sorting in the
candidate regions
Parallel divergence between source and derived environments based on shared variation drives opposed
patterns of genomic divergence in source–derived versus derived–derived population comparisons (see
Results). Calculating the difference between overall
M-FW and FW-FW divergence, hereafter called ‘delta
divergence’, should thus maximize the ability to detect
genomic regions underlying parallel divergence (for a
proof of principle using simulated data see Fig. S1, Supporting information). We therefore complemented our
standard FST-based divergence analyses described
above by generating delta divergence profiles for each
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

of the three candidate regions (Methods S6, Supporting
information).
As an alternative to quantifying genetic divergence
between M and FW stickleback based on FST, we additionally assessed the extent of reciprocal M-FW monophyly captured by phylogenetic trees within the
candidate regions. Specifically, we moved a sliding window across the SNPs, calculated a distance matrix for
each window, translated each distance matrix to a
neighbour joining tree and finally extracted the genealogical sorting index (gsi; Cummings et al. 2008) from
each tree (details in Methods S6, Supporting information). This index ranges from 0 to 1 and quantifies the
extent of exclusive ancestry of individuals from defined
groups (here M and FW stickleback). The gsi data
showed a similar physical resolution as the FST data,
and smoothed profiles were generated as described
above.

Genome-wide search for signatures of parallel
adaptation
To discover additional genomic regions potentially
involved in parallel M-FW divergence from shared variation, we performed genome-wide screens of population divergence and genealogical sorting using the
RAD-based SNP data and analytical approaches
described above. The genome-wide M-FW and FW-FW
divergence analyses based on FST used 16 687 and
16 269 data points (each representing the average of
multiple pairwise population comparisons), while the
gsi-based analysis used 14 890 data points integrating
29 787 phylogenetic trees across the 21 chromosomes.
Both types of analyses achieved an approximate genome-wide median and mean marker spacing of 14 kb.
We considered a genome region a new candidate if
smoothed delta divergence was >0.2 and smoothed gsi
exceeded 0.6. For each region meeting these criteria, we
retrieved all genes located within a window of 400–
600 kb centred at the delta divergence peak (generally
coinciding exactly with the gsi peak) from the Ensembl
Genome Browser and assessed whether these genes
were known from other (mostly fish) species to be
important to saltwater versus freshwater adaptation.

Heterogeneity among chromosomes in M-FW
divergence
The presence versus absence of barriers to gene flow
(i.e. genes under divergent selection) on specific chromosomes could lead to heterogeneity among chromosomes in the magnitude of population divergence. We
considered this possibility by testing for a difference in
overall divergence between autosomes under strong
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to a valley of reduced divergence (hereafter ‘divergence
valley’) around the locus under selection (Fig. 2B). The
divergence valley was initially flanked by regions of
slightly elevated divergence that then declined towards
the chromosome peripheries. In the absence of migration (hence no gene flow), this decline became less striking over time as overall baseline divergence increased
owing to drift (Fig. 2B). By contrast, source–derived
migration caused the divergence valley to be flanked on
either side by striking peaks of high divergence (‘Migration’ in Fig. 2C). Although these ‘divergence twin
peaks’ emerged consistently across our simulations
when comparing derived populations, their height and
width were influenced by several factors. First, the
peaks grew higher and sharper with increasing time
(‘Time’ in Fig. 2C) and with a decreasing number of
founder individuals (‘Founders’ in Fig. 2C). Second, the
physical extent of the divergence twin peaks and of the
divergence valley was greater – and could be quite
extensive (kilobases to megabases) – when divergent
selection was strong and/or recombination was low
(‘Selection’ and ‘Recombination’ in Fig. 2C).
In our simulations with two loci under divergent
selection, separate peak-valley-peak signatures emerged
when the selected loci were far apart (‘Distant’ in
Fig. 2D). When the loci were closer together, the entire
chromosome segment between them reached high

versus weak M-FW selection. The difference between
these two chromosome types was defined as those displaying ≥2 versus no candidate regions for parallel
adaptation from shared variation, as defined in the previous paragraph. For each chromosome, we calculated
median raw (not residual, as above) FST and gsi for
each M-FW comparison and averaged these replicate
values. We then tested whether the magnitude of divergence differed between the two chromosome categories
by permuting FST and gsi over the chromosomes 9999
times and using the absolute difference between the
chromosome categories as test statistic.

Results
Models of parallel adaptation from shared genetic
variation
Our models of multiple derived populations diverging
from a shared source population into selectively similar
environments produced a single peak of high divergence around the selected locus when comparing the
source to the derived populations (Fig. 2A). This contrast is the type typically considered in divergence mapping studies. However, our main interest was in
derived–derived population comparisons, where we
found that the parallel fixation of a shared variant leads
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Fig. 2 Molecular signatures of parallel adaptation from shared genetic variation. Shown is the magnitude of population divergence
(FST) at neutral markers along a chromosome segment holding a locus (or loci; L) under divergent selection between a source and
multiple derived populations. (A) Traditional genome scan comparing the source to the derived populations, exhibiting a divergence
peak at L. (B) By contrast, comparing multiple derived populations adapting in parallel produces a divergence valley around L. In
the absence of migration, the rest of the chromosome diverges over time [timescale as in (A)]. (C) Allowing for migration from the
source to the derived populations generates a characteristic peak-valley-peak signature of selection (‘Migration’). The other panels in
(C) show how this signature is influenced by variation in divergence time (‘Time’, in generations), the number of initial colonizers
(‘Founders’), the strength of divergent selection on L (‘Selection’) and the recombination rate across the chromosome segment
(‘Recombination’). (D) Simulations with two loci occurring at different distances d on the chromosome (the scale indicates divergence
time).
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divergence (‘Closer’ in Fig. 2D). Finally, when the
selected loci occurred in very close proximity to each
other, the two divergence valleys collapsed to a single
large valley flanked by particularly pronounced divergence twin peaks (‘Linked’ in Fig. 2D).

Signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation
at stickleback candidate genes
Haplotype genealogies generated from targeted
sequence data at three candidate genes for M-FW adaptation (Eda, Atp1a1, Spg1) consistently revealed the pattern that our simulations suggested should characterize
parallel adaptation from shared genetic variation. That
is, lake and stream FW samples shared closely related
haplotypes that were clearly distinct from the haplotypes predominant in M stickleback (‘Candidate gene’
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structure (‘Reference locus’ in Fig. 3A). This result indicates the parallel fixation of shared alleles at the candidate genes in FW, despite high M-FW gene flow in
other parts of the genome.
We next used SNPs generated through RAD
sequencing to assess broad-scale divergence (FST and
genealogical sorting index, gsi) around the three candidate genes for the overall M-FW (source vs. derived)
and FW-FW (derived vs. derived) comparison. As
expected from the above small-scale targeted Sanger
sequencing, M-FW divergence was exceptionally strong
close to the three candidate genes (black lines in
Fig. 3B), and gsi indicated striking phylogenetic separation between M and FW stickleback in these regions
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Fig. 3 Genetic structure and divergence at three candidate genes for M-FW divergence in stickleback. (A) Haplotype networks based
on targeted sequencing at each candidate gene (left column), and at a corresponding reference locus (right column). The pies represent unique haplotypes, pie sizes reflect their frequency and the internodes are mutational steps. At the candidate genes, lake (L)
and stream (S) populations from four independently colonized watersheds form a haplotype cluster separated from the marine (M)
haplotype cluster, a genealogical structure not seen (or that is much weaker) at the reference loci. (B) Genetic divergence profiles
reveal that the candidate genes (position given by the blue triangle and vertical line; the reference loci are indicated by grey triangles) generally coincide with peaks in M-FW divergence (black) and valleys in FW-FW divergence (red), as expected for parallel
adaptation from shared variation. (C) Consequently, delta divergence, calculated as the difference between the two profiles in (B)
(i.e. M-FW divergence minus FW-FW divergence; see also Fig. S1) peaks right at the candidate genes. (D) In the same regions, genealogical sorting (gsi) profiles reveal that M and FW stickleback exhibit completely separate ancestry at a broad physical scale (the gsi
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genome-wide divergence and genealogical sorting profiles are provided in Fig. S2 (Supporting information).

(Fig. 3D). Importantly, however, the comparison
between the derived FW populations revealed a valley of
low divergence around each candidate gene, as predicted
by our simulations (red lines in Fig. 3B). Moreover, these
divergence valleys in the FW-FW comparisons were
often flanked by striking divergence peaks – some of
which were absent in the M-FW comparison, a pattern
specifically predicted by our simulations with gene flow.
We also found that these signatures of adaptation from
shared variation were particularly obvious when M-FW
and FW-FW divergence was combined into delta divergence profiles, yielding peaks exactly at the candidate
genes (Fig. 3C).

Chromosome-level relationship between candidate
regions and divergence
The six autosomes displaying multiple genomic signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation (i.e.
the chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 11, 12, 20) also exhibited exaggerated overall divergence (45% higher FST on average,
P = 0.0023; 35% higher gsi, P = 0.0186) between M and
FW populations compared with the 12 chromosomes
lacking such signatures (Fig. 5).

Genome-wide signatures of parallel adaptation from
shared variation

Discussion
We combined simulations and empirical data to shed
light on the genomic patterns that arise when multiple
populations diverge into selectively similar environments by using shared genetic variation from the ancestral source population. Our main finding is that the
immediate neighbourhood of the selected genetic locus
underlying parallel adaptation will remain undifferentiated among the derived populations, whereas the
broader neighbourhood around the locus will be driven
to high divergence. In combination, this produces a
characteristic peak-valley-peak signature of genomic
divergence among derived populations.

We used (delta) divergence and gsi profiles to search
the stickleback genome for additional regions likely
involved in parallel adaptation from shared variation.
This screen discovered 15 such regions on eight chromosomes. Details on these regions, including strong
candidates genes for M-FW adaptation (some of which
have been suggested previously for stickleback; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a,b), are provided in
Table S2 (Supporting information), and (delta)
divergence and gsi profiles for seven representative
new candidate regions are presented in Fig. 4. Full
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in Table S2.
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Fig. 5 Heterogeneity among chromosomes in overall divergence (FST and gsi) between M and FW stickleback. The values
represent averages across the 16 replicate population comparisons. Genome-wide median FST and gsi are given as horizontal
grey and black lines. Chromosomes exhibiting two or more signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation are indicated by an asterisk. Note that the strongly divergent
chromosomes (4, 7) are among the three largest ones in the
stickleback genome and exhibit particularly low average
recombination rates (Roesti et al. 2013). The sex chromosome
(19) was excluded from this analysis.

Distinct mechanisms drive the peak-valley-peak
divergence signature
The peak-valley-peak signature of divergence among
derived populations arises from an interaction between
two distinct evolutionary mechanisms operating at different timescales. The first mechanism is hitchhiking
(Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974; Kaplan et al. 1989) of
different genomic regions surrounding the genetic variant that is selected in parallel within the derived
populations (Fig. 6A). This process halts as soon as the
adaptive variant reaches fixation (or some other migration-selection balance) within the derived populations.
During this phase, the opportunity for the derived variant to become associated with new genetic backgrounds
through recombination is limited. Therefore, in the close
neighbourhood of the selected locus, the derived populations become fixed for the same haplotype tract linked
to the shared adaptive variant. Comparing populations
adapted in parallel will thus reveal a low-divergence
valley surrounding the locus under common selection
(Fig. 6B). In the broader neighbourhood of the selected
locus, however, recombination during the hitchhiking
phase will occur sufficiently frequently to associate the
adaptive variant with genetic backgrounds specific to
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

each derived population. These population-specific
haplotypes increase in frequency along with the adaptive variant, causing elevated divergence among derived
populations on either side of the divergence valley. Even
further away from the selected locus, divergence
declines again because recombination increasingly associates the derived variant with random haplotypes from
the source population. This first hitchhiking phase thus
establishes a divergence valley surrounded by a broad
region of elevated divergence among the derived populations (Fig. 6B; also see Fig. 2B).
The second mechanism shaping the peak-valley-peak
signature is a long-term barrier to gene flow caused by
the locus under selection (Barton & Bengtsson 1986;
Gavrilets & Cruzan 1998; Bierne 2010; Feder & Nosil
2010). Specifically, the selected locus blocks introgression
from the source to the derived populations in its chromosomal neighbourhood, while recombination makes
introgression increasingly easy with increasing distance
from the locus (Fig. 6C). In other words, effective population size is reduced around the selected locus, promoting localized divergence by genetic drift. The divergence
valley persists despite elevated drift, however, because
the derived populations continue to share the same haplotype tract around the adaptive variant (Fig. 6C). This
second mechanism – the barrier to gene flow – thus reinforces and sharpens the broad peak-valley-peak divergence signature that is initiated by hitchhiking.

Determinants of the peak-valley-peak signature
The physical extent of the peak-valley-peak divergence
signature is influenced by several factors (Fig. 2C). First,
decreasing gene flow between the source and the
derived populations causes the peak-valley-peak to
become more extensive – because the overall opportunity for introgression decreases. In the extreme case of
no gene flow at all, relatively elevated divergence
around the divergence valley produced initially by
hitchhiking is rapidly eroded because drift causes divergence among the derived populations across the entire
chromosome (Fig. 2B). Second, in the presence of gene
flow, the peak-valley-peak signature becomes narrower
over time as genetic homogenization through introgression moves closer to the selected locus. (Note that a
narrower divergence valley is also expected when the
derived variant recombines extensively while standing
in the source population prior to parallel adaptation;
see Discussion S1, Supporting information.) Third, the
divergence twin peaks become higher with a decreasing
number of individuals founding the derived populations, which increases stochasticity in the haplotypes
linked to the derived variant, hence promoting drift.
Finally, the peak-valley-peak signature becomes more
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extensive with an increasing strength of divergent
selection between the source and the derived populations, and with decreasing recombination rate. The reason is that both factors render the barrier to gene flow
associated with the selected locus more effective (Barton
& Bengtsson 1986; Feder & Nosil 2010).
In our simulations with a single selected locus, the
physical extent of the peak-valley-peak divergence signature can be quite substantial – many kilobases to a few
megabases. Our two-locus models, however, indicate
that even more extensive signatures can emerge when
multiple loci are simultaneously under selection.
Interestingly, the divergence patterns driven in this latter
situation vary qualitatively as a function of the recombination distance between the two loci under selection.
When these loci are relatively close to each other, a large
region of high divergence can arise between them
(‘Closer’ in Fig. 2D), although this region does not hold

Fig. 6 Mechanisms generating the peak-valley-peak signature
of parallel adaption from shared genetic variation. (A) Multiple
novel, selectively similar environments are colonized by a
source population occupying a selectively different environment. Individuals are represented by a single haploid chromosome, with different colours indicating different genetic
backgrounds. The centre of the chromosome holds a locus
under divergent selection, with the white variant favoured in
the source population, and the black variant favoured in the
derived populations but standing at low frequency in the
source population as well. (B) Immediately after the parallel
fixation of the selected variant, the derived populations share
identical haplotype tracts (grey) near the selected locus,
whereas population-specific haplotypes (blue, yellow) have
hitchhiked further away from the locus [(B) and (C) show the
locus and one side of the chromosome only]. As a result, comparisons between derived populations (red line in the bottom
panel) show minimal divergence around the selected locus,
flanked by a region of elevated divergence. By contrast, comparisons between the source and derived populations reveal
the classical signature of a selective sweep (black line). (C)
Continuous migration from the source population causes introgressive hybridization in the derived populations. Introgression is impeded in the neighbourhood of the locus, however,
where divergent selection produces a barrier to gene flow that
locally promotes population divergence by drift. Consequently,
comparisons between derived populations reveal a characteristic genomic signature including a divergence valley (‘V’ in the
bottom panel) caused by haplotype sharing flanked by a divergence peak (‘P’) reflecting elevated drift. Further away from
the locus, population divergence decays to the genome-wide
migration-drift baseline level (‘B’).

either of the selected loci. This pattern arises because the
barriers to gene flow associated with the two loci overlap
in this region, making introgression particularly difficult.
When the selected loci occur in even closer proximity to
each other, however, they together bring to fixation a larger genomic segment shared among the derived populations, resulting in a remarkably wide region of low
divergence (‘Linked’ in Fig. 2D). Also, the divergence
twin peaks flanking this divergence valley are higher
than the peaks driven by each locus alone (‘Distant’ in
Fig. 2D), because the two tightly linked loci together
drive a single, stronger barrier to gene flow.

Empirical insights from stickleback
Our empirical system provides an appropriate natural
analogue for the conditions specified in our simulations.
First, no appreciable genetic divergence was present
between our two M samples taken 100 km apart (Fig. 1)
(median and mean FST for all pairwise population comparisons are provided in Table S3, Supporting information). This result is consistent with previous reports of
very weak genetic structure within M stickleback
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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(Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; Catchen et al.
2013), and it generally supports the established idea
that present-day M stickleback provide an appropriate
surrogate for the ancestors of derived FW populations.
Second, haplotype genealogies confirmed that our FW
stickleback populations adapted in parallel at three candidate genes involved in M-FW adaptive divergence,
specifically by recycling shared variants from a common M source population (see also Colosimo et al. 2005;
Jones et al. 2012b; Deagle et al. 2013). Given these
results, we scrutinized patterns of genetic divergence
around the three candidate genes to empirically test for
the signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation that were suggested by the simulations.
All three candidate regions exhibited the expected
genomic signature of parallel adaptation from shared
variation: in comparisons between the derived (FW) populations, the selected loci showed low-divergence valleys
that were flanked by high-divergence twin peaks. At the
same time, classical source–derived (M-FW) comparisons
revealed the expected strong divergence at the candidate
genes. Combining these opposed FW-FW and M-FW profiles into ‘delta divergence’ proved a particularly effective way to reveal parallel adaptation from shared
variation. One reason is that these profiles reduce heterogeneity in genomic divergence unrelated to a focal ecological factor (here M vs. FW), such as selective sweeps
driven by genetic variants favoured in all types of habitats (Bierne 2010). An excellent complementary method
was to use genealogical sorting in phylogenetic trees (gsi;
Cummings et al. 2008) to confirm shared ancestry among
the FW populations but exclusive ancestry between M
and FW populations. Generally, our ability to detect signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation was
greatly enhanced by high replication at the population
level. That is, FST profiles from single pairwise population
comparisons (M-FW, FW-FW) exhibited substantial noise
(details not presented), which would have made interpretations difficult in the absence of multiple such pairs.
The physical scales of the signatures of parallel adaptation from shared variation were extensive – and similar to those suggested by the simulations. For instance,
almost full genealogical sorting occurred over several
hundred kilobases around each candidate gene. Moreover, the divergence valley around Eda was remarkably
wide and displayed two divergence minima separated
by a small rebound in divergence (at ca. 12.5 Mb in
Fig. 3B), as well as massive divergence peaks on either
side. This pattern strikingly resembles our simulations
with two closely linked loci under selection (‘Linked’ in
Fig. 2D). We therefore propose that the broad
neighbourhood of Eda is influenced by selection on two
genes (or gene clusters) that together produce a particularly effective barrier to gene flow from the M source
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

population. Consistent with this idea, the second divergence minimum near Eda coincides with the ATP-binding cassette Abcb7 (at 12.0 Mb in Fig. 3B), a gene
recently suggested to be under divergent selection
between M and FW stickleback (Jones et al. 2012b). Similarly, a second M-FW adaptation gene near Spg1 likely
influences divergence profiles in that region (Fig. 3B).
A screen of the whole stickleback genome for the joint
occurrence of peak-valley-peak signatures of divergence
and strong M-FW genealogical sorting identified additional regions on multiple chromosomes likely involved
in parallel adaptation from shared variation. As was the
case with our initial three candidate genes, these new
regions were often flanked by striking divergence twin
peaks in the FW-FW comparison, but not in the M-FW
comparison (Fig. 4), as predicted by our simulations
with gene flow. (Gene flow is known to occur between
M and FW populations; Hagen 1967; Jones et al. 2006.)
Our study thus provides further molecular evidence for
divergence in the face of gene flow between contemporary M and FW populations (Catchen et al. 2013; Deagle
et al. 2013). Furthermore, our genome-wide analysis
makes a strong case for the notion that adaptation
involves numerous loci (e.g. Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Lawniczak et al. 2010; Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Jones et al.
2012b; Roesti et al. 2012a; Renaut et al. 2013), although
our methods certainly underestimate the number of loci
involved in adaptive divergence between M and FW
stickleback (Discussion S2, Supporting information).
Finally, our empirical analysis indicated that loci under
divergent selection may hinder introgression and drive
heterogeneous genomic divergence at the scale of entire
chromosomes (Fig. 5).

Implications for ecological genomics
Our results add complexity to the interpretation of
regions of low and high divergence discovered in genome scans for signatures of selection. On the one hand,
we demonstrate that the common interpretation of
regions exhibiting exceptionally low population divergence – that is, localized introgression and balancing
selection (Nielsen 2005; Storz 2005) – is potentially problematic; the same pattern can arise when populations
use shared genetic variation for parallel adaptation. On
the other hand, we also demonstrate that peaks of high
population divergence do not necessarily indicate divergent selection. They might instead reflect selectively
neutral regions under the influence of neighbouring loci
involved in parallel adaptation from shared variation to
similar environments (for related caveats see Excoffier &
Ray 2008; Bierne 2010; Bierne et al. 2011). Inference in
ecological genomics thus benefits strongly from the
integration of multiple complementary analytical
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approaches (e.g. source–derived vs. derived–derived
comparisons, delta divergence, genealogical sorting; see
also Grossman et al. 2010), requiring extensive population-level replication within a clear-cut ecological context. On the bright side, genome scans specifically
looking for the signature described in our study might
help discover adaptation genes in empirical systems
where ecological divergence is likely to have occurred
repeatedly by recycling genetic variation (e.g. Terai et al.
2006; Renaut et al. 2011; Tennessen & Akey 2011; Domingues et al. 2012; Nadeau et al. 2012; Gross & Wilkens
2013).
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